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"SLOW IT
DOWN!"
By Fellow Workers
x381077 and x372755
O n O ctober 3rd 2016, the
CapTel Workers Union engaged
in a slow down. For two designated
hours that day, one first shift and one
second shift, we intentionally caused
as many calls as possible to fall over
30 seconds behind in addition to
providing less than quality captions.
Collectively and democratically, we
decided to engage in a slow down for
several reasons.
M any months ago, we organized
between 30 and 50 people to
anonymously drop a note to H R on
one particular day saying that we
need more aux time when using the
elevators to change floors while we're
mid-shift. We specifically asked for
this to be addressed at the next team
meeting. It was never addressed, and
the suggestion of a multitude of
workers
went
completely
unacknowledged. We're unsure if the
sups even heard anything.
We slowed down because of that,
and because they are trying to guilt
trip us into caption faster by claiming
we are the slowest call center. As
Captioning Assistants we know that
when any call gets behind 30
seconds, a chosen higher up is then
alerted and required to listen in on
the call to make sure we're doing our
job or we're not sleeping or
something like that. If we can't alert
them through polite mailbox letters,
we can alert them in a way that forces
them to work harder due to our lack
of speed. T hat way they can't ignore
us.
Continued on page 2

Slow It Down!
Continued from page 1
O ur initial goal was to get 50
co-workers to commit to this slow
down. We must be honest and say
that we did not meet our goal.
T hough we have about that many
people who are in favor of the union,
we were set back. Some people who
would have otherwise participated in
the slow down did not work that day,
other people were difficult to get a
hold of, and the largest damper was
that at least 10 union supporters
and/or organizers had quit CapTel
within the prior month of the action,
and we depended on their
participation and organization.

What we can learn from this
coordinated slow down action and
the prior mailbox flood action is that
CapTel will keep quiet about us or
anyone else trying to make changes
to their authoritarian policies. When
we collectively went through official
channels we were ignored; when we
sacrificed the quality of our work we
went ignored. Perhaps the best and
quickest way for things to change is
by being loud and proud and going
public sooner than later. We are
otherwise in a lose-lose situation, but
by collectively organizing we can
take the power back. ?

U ltimately we had about 25
co-workers slow down that day.
We're not sure if it had any effect on
the administration. We chose the
day and times because they are peak
times on peak days, and to make
more out of less, we strategically
targeted the company in a way to
create the most disruption for the
system we are part of. It certainly is
possible that administration noticed
patterns of slowing down, but again
to be honest, like last time they will
probably shrug it off and not bother
to mention it to anyone in order to
not draw attention to internal
dissent.

ORGA NI Z I NG
UPDA TE: 11/ 30/ 16
CapTel recently made concessions
in the form of a wage increase
and bonus due to increasing
organizing and pressure from the
CapTel Workers U nion-I W W.
All workers received a $1 an hour
raise- retroactive to N ovember
12th. T here is also a seasonal
bonus of another dollar an hour
increase through the 31st of
January.
While this token did serve to
smooth many ruffled feathers,
there is still a resident discontent
within the captionists due to an
unmanageable workload and
wages that remain short of a
living wage. We know that the
bosses at CapTel are not
benevolent, and we can only
improve wages and working
conditions through organizing
and direct action.
T his is a major win for the union,
and it demonstrates the power of
workers banding together.

COMMUNITY SELF-DEFENSE
I n response to the election of T r um p,
the threat of increased
deportations and growing
boldness
by
white
nationalist groups, the
M ilwaukee I W W has
decided to form a General
Defense Committee. T his
provides a network for
community self-defense,
including building rapid
response
mobilization
against deportations or
other fascist violence by
the state, vigilantes or
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far-right groups. We are
talking with the General
Defense Committee in
M ineapolis, and seeking to
build
from
their
experience to be an
effective force for defense
of
working
class
communities. We are
reaching out to people
who want to do more than
protest against Trump, and
setting up trainings for
phone trees, first aid, tech

security and self-defense so
we are prepared for
challenges to come. We also
recognize
and
must
organize
against
the
oppressive violence that has
emerged from Democrats as
well as Republicans. We
need
to
expand
people-power against all
assaults by the bosses and
the capitalist state. ?

By Fellow Worker X372754

Confront ing t he Boss
T he six of us m et in
m y apar tm ent and sat around
the coffee table in my living
room. It was late at night and we
were tired from having worked
the closing shift. ?Okay,? I said
after we had all gotten settled.
?Let's get to work.? I pulled out
a list of the contact information
of our coworkers that I had
printed off of the computer at
work. I explained that we were
going to rank our coworkers on
a scale of how pro- or anti-union
they were. We spent the next
forty-five minutes doing this and
then discussing how we could
move people up the scale to 1,
?pro-union and active.?
T his was our first union
organizing committee meeting.
After having one-on-ones with
some of my close friends at work
they had become very excited
about the idea of organizing at
our workplace and having more
say in how it is run. We work in
a restaurant in small-town
W isconsin that is part of a chain
of about 500 stores, It's not that
we don't like where we work. It's
actually the best job I've had.
T he management is generally
friendly and our fellow workers
are great people. T here is a
feeling of tight control that runs
through the place, though.
Security cameras are everywhere
and the owners' son works at my
branch, which can be very
intimidating. T here has also
been a lot of frustration over
scheduling and the way a
particular manager treats people.
O rganizing
is complicated
because there is a bit of a social
divide. Employees have to be at
least sixteen to work in kitchen,
which means that the behind the
scenes of the restaurant is usually
worked by college kids and high
school seniors while the front
staffs younger high school
students. For whatever reason,
there is also a gender gap, with
the store having an exclusively
male cook staff and a mostly
female wait staff. Luckily there

are some kitchen and front
workers who are in relationships.
T hey were able to have
one-on-ones together and then
the agitated front workers spread
the message to their friends.
O ur committee grew to include
ten people by our third weekly
meeting. I was incredibly proud
of my coworkers and the way
they all stepped forward as
leaders. T hey understood that
the organization wasn't a
personal project of mine but
something that they all had a
stake in. We began to plan a
march on the boss to demand a
set of rules to be established for
how management treats workers
and that the manager who
mistreats us be disciplined. We
role-played through it and came
up with all the specifics of our
demand.
O ver the next few days
excitement was high as we got
ready for our march on the boss.
Shock
came when
someone
on
the
committee asked me if
we were even still
organizing when I
brought the march up.
When I asked why he
would
think
we
wouldn't be he told me
that the bosses had
learned of our plans.
M ost of the people
organizing had been
brought into the office
and grilled over their
involvement. It later
became clear that one
of the people we'd had a
one-on-one with had a
grudge
against
a
pro-union
employee
and had taken this as an
opportunity to lash out
at him.

By Fellow Worker X383505
being brought into the office and
essentially being told ?we know
you were behind this and you
better not do it again? without
them ever using those words.
We all decided to lay low for a
while.
A month later I was put in
contact with one of the
organizers of the Burgerville
Workers U nion. We had a long
talk on the telephone and I came
away feel encouraged and ready
to try again. I've been floating
the idea of trying to organize
again past my coworkers and a
lot of them are willing to give it
another go. U nfortunately, most
of the original members of our
committee quit after our
unionizing efforts were thwarted
but I'm confident that the people
I work with have the drive and
the teamwork to take on this and
any other challenge. ?

Everything we worked
for immediately fell
apart. M y coworkers
were too intimidated to
continue organizing. I
was scared as well after
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Milwaukee IW W members
and allies t ake t o t he st reet s
t o oppose a proposed milit ary
chart er school in Milwaukee.

AGAINST MILITARY EDUCATION
O n Saturday O ctober
1st, in M ilw aukee?s R iver west
neighborhood, around 50 people
gathered to demonstrate their
opposition to the sale of a city owned
building to a profit driven military
style voucher school. T he school,
called ?R ight Step? is currently
under investigation for child abuse
due to their cruel hazing of students.
T he sale of the publicly owned
building is part of a broader plan of
austerity
and
privatization.
W isconsin?s right wing regime is
attempting to force the City of
M ilwaukee to sell 55 vacant city
owned school buildings to private
voucher schools. T hese voucher
schools suck money from the public
school system and present a number
of ethical dilemmas, promoting
Religious Education and in this case
M ilitary Education.
T he demonstrators included I W W
members, Anarchists, education
workers, parents of M PS students,
and neighborhood residents. We
gathered in Gordon Park to listen to
Teachers and Parents voice their
concerns over the treatment of
students at R ight Step. A member of
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the Teachers? U nion explained the
parasitic nature of these profit driven
voucher schools before the crowd
took off down the middle of Center
Street. We chanted ?We N eed
Teachers, We N eed Books, We
N eed the M oney that Walker Took,?
referencing W isconsin Governor
Walker?s massive cuts to education.
People on the sidewalk joined in the
chants and cheered us on. T he Police
tried to intimidate us by asking who
the leader was, and threatened to
issue a ticket to the organizer, but no
one was afraid of them. T he
demonstration lined up on the
sidewalk along the building on
Center and H olton to listen to a few
more people voice their opposition to
M ilitary style education and this
attack
on
Public
Education.
Somehow the gate to the backyard
was open, so we filed in and
occupied the yard for a while.
Because of this pressure and other
public opposition to the sale, R ight
Step's purchase of the school was
denied.

By Fellow Worker X383505
in W isconsin. T his struggle is a part
of a broader challenge that began
with the passing of Act 10, which
eliminates collective bargaining
rights for public sector employees.
Act 10 led to the occupation of the
W isconsin State Capitol building
along with wildcat strikes and other
occupations by students and workers.
As this class war wears on we?ve seen
the U niversity System in W isconsin
cut by 250 million dollars and attacks
on the transit system in M ilwaukee,
prompting a strike by the bus drivers
last summer. Further cuts to K-12,
university, technical college, transit,
healthcare, and foodshare continue.

We can only beat back these attacks
by the bourgeoisie and their dogs
when we activate the creative power
of the working class. We have to
strike, occupy, and take over the
places that they have left empty. We
can only build for direct action by
education workers and students by
articulating a vision of a class
conscious and anti racist education.
We don?t stop at the defense of the
T his demonstration was just another Public system, but struggle for an
step in building a movement to Education that truly belongs to the
challenge austerity and privatization Commune. ?

Solidar it y pick et ou t side of
Wau pu n Cor r ect ion al In st it u t ion

WHERE WE ARE
A Summary of Outside Solidarity Actions by Milwaukee
IWOC (Incarcerated Workers Organizing Committee)
Voices From Behind W isconsin
Prison Gates and are in the process
of mass mailing to contacts. We are
starting to edit and assemble issue 3.
We are now engaged in regular
postering and canvassing near our
prisoner-writing
location,
and
weekly informational pickets near
the M ilwaukee county courthouse.

We have 471 cont acts
inside W isconsin prisons, and 15
incarcerated workers in W isconsin
have joined the I W W. We hold letter
writing sessions every two weeks to
facilitate connecting people on the
inside and outside for emotional
support and organizing, as well as
individual correspondence beyond
these sessions, meeting every first and
third M onday at the Center Street
Library, 2727 W. Fon Du Lac
Avenue, M ilwaukee, 6:00-7:30 PM .
We?ve compiled issue 2 of the
W isconsin
prisoner
newsletter,

T here are people in Ashland and
M adison doing letter writing and
organizing inreach to W isconsin
prisoners. We are also in contact
with people in Platteville, Viroqua,
and Green Bay interested in starting
this activity. We are using a survey
form, H elp the Work Along, as a
printed sheet at events and a google
form to ask people their specific
interests and level of time they can be
involved with prisoner support. We
are continuing to build links to
churches for prisoner support. We
are developing a training session that
can be used for I WO C outreach into
high schools. We are planning a
fundraiser for local I WO C activity.
O n O ct 9 an I WO C member
participated in a panel on prisoner
solidarity with three other prisoner
organizers. T he event was organized

by RU ST magazine a local
publication and around 40 people
from many walks of life attended.
We hope to follow up with more
actions like this
We are continuing support for D ying
to Live hunger strike. 33 people have
been involved in some type of food
refusal since June, the largest group
hunger strike that has happened in
over 30 years in W isconsin prisons.
(Individual hunger strikes happen all
the time, usually with minimal
outside support, awareness or
impact.) T here have been different
levels of intensity for participants,
including continual food and water
refusal, resuming eating when force
feeding begins, rolling hunger strike
that pauses and eats for recuperation,
and short-term engagement in
hunger strike. Two participants in
the hunger strike have filed lawsuits
against solitary confinement (LaRon
M cK inley) and the force feeding.
(R as U huru, legal name N orman
Green), they need a sympathetic
lawyer to volunteer their time for
this, we are trying to connect them
with one. We are continuing to try
to find ways to put direct action
pressure
on
the
W isconsin
Department
of
Corrections,
including building a public presence
at DO C administrative meetings that
have a public component, expanding
research and targeting the Waupun
community board. So far we've done
8 phone zaps, rallies in M ilwaukee,
Continued on Page 6
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Solidar it y pick et ou t side of
Wau pu n Cor r ect ion al In st it u t ion

M adison
and
Waupun,
and
confronted
Department
of
Corrections officials at their public
meetings. N othing we?ve done so far
has had enough impact to make
them give into the core demand of
demand of the campaign, a one year
cap
on
longterm
solitary
confinement.

Opposing Waupun's Abuse
By Fellow Workers x372009 and x379509

A ccording to recent letters been cited along with Waupun
from pr isoner cont acts, guard Joseph Beahm in multiple

We are continuing to try to get more
information from Green Bay
Correctional, which has seen a recent
pattern of heightened violence,
restriction and deaths. We have made
contact with a few people on the
outside in Green Bay who may be
willing to do support, including
writing to people, vigils, visits and
phone zaps. We continue to support
the September 9 national prisoner
strike, through phone zaps, letters of
support, inreach and coordinating
with volunteers across the country,
some of whom have reached out after
hearing of the prisoner strike and
helped with transcribing and other
tasks. We continue to track
censorship of our newsletter, and are
starting to put pressure against
institutions that are systematically
blocking access. We are in
communication
with
several
prisoners at Waupun about wage
issues, need to develop ability to
better support prisoner organizing on
this issue. ?
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employees
of
Waupun
Correctional Institution have
been
coordinating
attacks
including extortion and sexual
assaults
against
targeted
prisoners. ?I been told by three
different inmates the last couple
of days that staves [staff] are
recruiting inmates to give me a
good beating before I leave
Waupun; if so I will most likely
die... since [my] heart is in real
bad shape so I thought I had
better tell you so if something
dire happens to me? prisoner
Jim T Smith wrote to outside
supporters last Sunday.¹
According to Peggy Swan of the
non-profit organization Forum
For
U nderstanding Prisons
(FFU P) Jim has been the target
of repeated sexual assaults,
extortions and violence at the
hands of prisoners and staff.
?O fficer M oungey has been
orchestrating assaults by inmates,
he opens Smith?s door and lets
them in.? Swan says.
She has helped Smith file with
the Prison R ape Elimination Act
(PR EA) and has tried to get
Smith
transferred to
the
W isconsin Secure Program
Facility (WSPF) in Boscobel,
but neither action was successful.
O fficer Andrew M oungey has

complaints and lawsuits, as exposed
by the W isconsin Center for
Investigative Journalism in January
of 2014.²
M oungey and Beahm are not the
only guards indicated in reports by
prisoners. Another prisoner named
Bobby Coil wrote Peg Swan a
description of an attack naming five
other staff members either involved
in the attack or the subsequent
cover up. ?I've wrote complaints,
talked to Lt [Lieutenant] and
Captain to no avail, everything
keeps disappearing.? Coil wrote.³
Following the phone zap and other
outside support Jim was transferred
to another facility, Green Bay
Correctional. H e has continued to
face abuse there, but his situation is
improved because he is not isolated
to the same extent. After his
property was taken by guards, other
prisoners have helped provide him
with needed supplies, and several
other people have written to the
Forum for U nderstanding Prisons
expressing concern about what he's
going through.
T he W isconsin Department of
Corrections (WI DO C) has not
disciplined Beahm or M oungey.
T he lack of accountability for staff
and other conditions in Waupun
inspired the D ying to Live hunger
Continued on Page 7

¹ http://bit.ly/2dA Q Y sw
Letter from incarcerated worker Jim T. Smith
² http://w isconsinw atch.org/2014/07/w aupun- guard- nam ed- repeatedly- in- abuse- com plaints/
Article from WCIJ on abuse in Waupun
³ http://bit.ly/2digcY z
Letter from incarcerated worker Bobby Coil

Opposing Waupun's Abuse.
Continued from Page 6
strike against long term solitary
confinement which started on June
7th and continues to this day.
WI DO C routinely force feeds
prisoners on hunger strike. O nly one
prisoner, Cesar DeLeon has been
able to endure the dehydration and
force feeding regimen for the entire
112 days of the hunger strike, but
dozens of other prisoners have
refused food for shorter periods.
FFU P has been working with other
prisoner advocacy organizations,

including T he Industrial Workers of
the World (I W W), T he WISDOM
N etwork
and
Ex-Prisoners
O rganizing to expose abuse at
Waupun Correctional and support
the hunger strike. Despite multiple
protests, call-in campaigns, and
lobbying efforts they have been
unable to alter either WI DO C
policy or to move state law makers to
address these issues.
T he
Incarcerated
Worker's
O rganizing Committee (I WO C) of
the M ilwaukee I W W branch will

begin regular informational pickets
outside the M ilwaukee County Jail
and M ilwaukee Secure Detention
Facility (M SDF) starting at noon on
T hursdays. T hey intend to connect
with prisoner's visitors. "M any of the
DO C's captives come through these
buildings.
We hope to get enough volunteers to
make an almost constant presence
here, to help family members
advocate for their endangered loved
ones," said Ben Turk of M ilwaukee
I WO C. ?

Voices f r om Beh in d Wiscon sin Pr ison Gat es, Issu e 2
Excer pt s Wr it t en by In car cer at ed Wor k er s in Wiscon sin
Sept em ber 2016.
"T he State of W isconsin has
capitalized off of incarcerating
inmates--this includes the county
jails, the courts and the prisons. It is
no secret that D.O.C is a billion
dollar business--we are an assembly
line to them--an object of their
affection. T he prisons would cease
to function without the collective
effort of the inmates. If all the
inmates refused to work state wide,
the W isconsin prison system would
die. U nless we push D.O.C until
their backs are to the wall, they will
continue with their capitalizing
scheme."

"T he situation here at Fox
Lake is best compared to an accident
looking for a place to happen. T he
water is bad, it contains both lead
and copper in amounts that exceed
the federal guidelines. T he staff don't
drink the water, they bring bottled
water to work with them. T he food
is not much better. T here are a lot of
health issues here at Fox Lake, with
some inmates experiencing various
illnesses from cancers to heart issues."
-Incarcerated Worker at Fox Lake
Correctional Institution
"Guys in seg said the guards
gassed inmate Francisco FloresR amos. R amos later died of being
gassed. R amos was placed in seg a
week earlier because he stabbed 3
staff members. Given the news
coverage of this incident R amos
should have been transferred out of
this institution. Given the quick
conclusion
by
the
sheriff's
department statement that this
incident does not seem to be
suspicious, it raises serious questions
as to the integrity of the investigative
process."
-Incarcerated Worker at Green Bay
Correctional Institution

-Incarcerated Worker at Dodge
Correctional Institution

Solidarity isTaught
Artwork by an Incarcerated Worker at
Waupun Correctional Institution

?We?ve lost Tuesday and
Wednesday visiting days. T he
visiting room is cold in the winter
and hot in the summer. O ur visitors
are routinely harassed because a lot
of the officers are unprofessional or
have poor people skills. T here?s no
reason for the visitors to be sweating
on a visit when the officer part of
the building is air conditioned.?
-Incarcerated Worker at Waupun
Correctional Institution
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PREAMBLE TO THE IWW CONSTITUTION

Theworkingclassandtheemployingclasshavenothingincommon.
T here can be no peace so
long as hunger and want are found
among millions of the working
people and the few, who make up the
employing class, have all the good
things of life.

one another in wage wars. M oreover,
the trade unions aid the employing
class to mislead the workers into the
belief that the working class have
interests in common with their
employers.

Between these two classes a
struggle must go on until the workers
of the world organize as a class, take
possession of the means of
production, abolish the wage system,
and live in harmony with the Earth.
We find that the centering of
the management of industries into
fewer and fewer hands makes the
trade unions unable to cope with the
ever growing power of the
employing class. T he trade unions
foster a state of affairs which allows
one set of workers to be pitted
against another set of workers in the
same industry, thereby helping defeat

that all its members in any one
industry, or in all industries if
necessary, cease work whenever a
strike or lockout is on in any
department thereof, thus making an
injury to one an injury to all.
Instead of the conservative
motto, "A fair day's wage for a fair
day's work," we must inscribe on our
banner the revolutionary watchword,
"Abolition of the wage system."

T hese conditions can be
changed and the interest of the
working class upheld only by an
organization formed in such a way

It is the historic mission of
the working class to do away with
capitalism. T he army of production
must be organized, not only for
everyday struggle with capitalists, but
also to carry on production when
capitalism
shall
have
been
overthrown.
By
organizing
industrially we are forming the
structure of the new society within
the shell of the old. ?

Contact the M ilwaukee branch of the I W W if you want to get involved with the movement
against exploitation by bosses, landlords, police, prisons and child protective services.

T
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iww.milwaukee@gmail.com

www.facebook.com/milwaukeeiww

(414)436-9267
Please leave a message

PO Box 342294
M ilwaukee, WI 53234

